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Short Papers Modiﬁable Walking Pattern of a Humanoid Robot by Using Allowable ZMP Variation Bum-Joo Lee, Daniel Stonier, Yong-Duk Kim, Jeong-Ki Yoo, and Jong-Hwan Kim Abstract—In order to handle complex navigational commands, this paper proposes a novel algorithm that can modify a walking period and a step length in both sagittal and lateral planes. By allowing a variation of zero moment point (ZMP) over the convex hull of foot polygon, it is possible to change the center of mass (CM) position and velocity independently throughout the single support phase. This permits a range of dynamic walking motion, which is not achievable using the 3-D linear inverted pendulum mode (3D-LIPM). In addition, the proposed algorithm enables to determine the dynamic feasibility of desired motion via the construction of feasible region, which is explicitly computed from the current CM state with simple ZMP functions. Moreover, adopting the closed-form functions makes it possible to calculate the algorithm in real time. The effectiveness of the proposed algorithm is demonstrated through both computer simulation and experiment on the humanoid robot, HanSaRam-VII, developed at the Robot Intelligence Technology (RIT) laboratory, Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (KAIST). Index Terms—3-D linear inverted pendulum mode (3D-LIPM), feasible region, humanoid robot, modiﬁable walking pattern, walking state, zeromoment point (ZMP) function, ZMP variation.



I. INTRODUCTION Control algorithm of humanoid walking pattern plays a signiﬁcant role in the development of humanoids. There was an approach to utilize inverse fast Fourier transform (FFT) to generate joint trajectories, which ensure tracking of the predesigned zero moment point (ZMP) trajectories [1]. Also, a numerical approach was introduced to solve the differential dynamic equation [2]. Since these two approaches were batch processes, it was necessary to calculate either entire trajectories or piecewise trajectories over some time interval. To implement the walking pattern in real time, the dynamical relationship between the ZMP and the center of mass (CM) was modeled as a single inverted pendulum [3], [4]. In addition, there were some approaches to reduce the complexity of the dynamic equations by assuming that the ZMP trajectory has a speciﬁc form [5]–[8]. To generate an emergency stop motion, there was an approach to optimize the landing position and time [9]. Several methods were used to compensate for nonzero variations in momentum [10], [11]. These methods utilized a whole body motion to cancel undesirable variation in linear and angular momentums. Also, there was a biomechanically motivated study that introduced concepts Manuscript received March 28, 2008; revised April 3, 2008. This paper was recommended for publication by Associate Editor B. J. Yi and Editor H. Arai upon evaluation of the reviewers’ comments. B.-J. Lee, Y.-D. Kim, J.-K. Yoo, and J.-H. Kim are with the Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (KAIST), Daejeon 305-701, Korea (e-mail: [email protected]; [email protected]; [email protected]; johkim@ rit.kaist.ac.kr.). S. Daniel is with Yujin Robot, Seoul 153-802, Korea (e-mail: stonierd@ rit.kaist.ac.kr). This article has multimedia material available at http://ieeexplore.ieee.org. Color versions of one or more of the ﬁgures in this paper are available online at http://ieeexplore.ieee.org. Digital Object Identiﬁer 10.1109/TRO.2008.926859



Fig. 1.



3-D linear inverted pendulum model.



and strategies for spin regulation of a humanoid [12]. In addition, to achieve a stable walking gait, there were some approaches focused on a sensory feedback system [13]–[15]. A number of existing methods for humanoid walking control have dealt with navigation within a complex environment [16], [17]. To achieve more robust motion in this environment, the robot must be able to adjust its CM motion and step length to accommodate whatever path planning approach is used. In this paper, a real-time pattern generator is developed by controlling the ZMP trajectory with two closed-form functions. The proposed pattern generator includes the ability to dynamically modify the walking period and step length in both sagittal and lateral planes. It is achieved via the construction of feasible regions that are utilized to determine whether or not a desired navigational command is feasible. Depending on the feasibility, either the desired motion or the nearest feasible motion becomes target motion. Subsequently, the algorithm adopts an appropriate ZMP variation scheme that carries out the target motion. One of the advantages of this algorithm is that it can be employed to modify the walking pattern throughout the single support phase, which cannot be achieved with the 3-D linear inverted pendulum mode (3D-LIPM) approach. Consequently, it is possible to change both the step length and walking period independently without any extra step for adjusting the CM motion. Moreover, since the closed-form functions are used for the ZMP variations, the proposed algorithm effectively reduces computational cost, which ensures a real-time calculation. This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the dynamics of the 3D-LIPM is reviewed and the subsequent equations of motion, which utilize the ZMP functions as input, are given. Allowable ZMP variation region is also reviewed. The ZMP variation scheme is proposed in Section III. Section IV investigates the implementational aspects of the proposed algorithm and Section V presents experimental results on the humanoid robot, HanSaRam-VII. Conclusions are provided in Section VI, and proof of equivalency for using the ZMP functions is provided in the Appendix. II. PRELIMINARIES A. Dynamics of 3D-LIPM When a humanoid robot is in single support phase, its dominant dynamics can be simply modeled as a single inverted pendulum, as shown in Fig. 1 [3]. In this model, it is assumed that the leg is a weightless telescopic limb and the mass is concentrated as a single point without vertical motion. Consequently, it is possible to decouple the equations of motion for the sagittal and the lateral planes. Applying Newton–Euler equations for the angular momentum taken around the contact point between the pendulum model and ground
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surface gives







d (rc m × L) dt



T g r + rc m × F g r =



(1)



where Tg r = [Tx Ty Tz ]T represents the torque created by the ground reaction forces, Fg r represents gravity, rc m = [x y z]T is the vector from the contact point to the CM, and L is the linear momentum of the CM. Since the height of the CM is constant, Zc , the equations of motion are obtained from (1) as follows [3]:



 ⎤ Tx g ⎤ ⎡ y¨ − y − Z mZ c c ⎥ ⎣ ⎦=⎢ ⎣  ⎦. g Ty x ¨− x Zc mZ ⎡



Fig. 2.



Allowable ZMP variation region on foot.



(2)



c



The ZMP can be used to represent the sum of the torques created by the ground reaction forces as follows:







T g r − rz m p × F g r = [ 0



0



M z ]T



(3)



where rz m p = [xz m p yz m p 0]T represents the ZMP and Mz is the yawing moment. Following equations can be obtained by substituting (3) into (2):



⎡



g ⎤ 



 y Zc ⎦ g yz m p ⎣ = − . g Z c xz m p x ¨− x Zc y¨ −



(4)



These equations provide the relationship between the ZMP and the CM motions. B. Equations of Motion The general solutions of (4) with ZMP functions p(t) and q(t) for the sagittal and lateral motions, respectively, are obtained by applying Laplace transform as follows: sagittal motion: 







xf



 



=



Tc vf



C(T )



S(T )



S(T )



C(T )



 



xi



⎡ 







Tc vi



−



⎤



T



1 ⎢ ⎢ 0 Tc ⎣ T



S(t)p(t)dt



⎥ ⎥ ⎦



C(t)p(t)dt



0



lateral motion: 







yf Tc w f



 



=



C(T )



S(T )



S(T )



C(T )



 



yi Tc w i



⎡ 



 −



⎤



T



1 ⎢ ⎢ 0 Tc ⎣ T



S(t)q(t)dt



⎥ ⎥ ⎦



C(t)q(t)dt



0



(5) where (xi , vi )/(xf , vf ) and (yi , wi )/(yf , wf ) represent initial/ﬁnal position and velocity of the CM in the sagittal and the lateral planes, respectively, T is the remaining single support time, S(t) and C(t) are deﬁned as cosh(t/Tc ) and sinh(t/Tc ) with time constant Tc =



Zc /g, and lastly, p(t) = p(T − t) and q(t) = q(T − t). The ﬁrst terms on the right-hand side of (5) indicate homogeneous (nonforced) solutions. The latter terms represent additional states (particular or forced solutions) that allow more extensive and unrestricted motions by varying ZMP trajectories with ZMP functions p(t) and q(t). Note that in the 3D-LIPM, only the homogeneous solution has been considered, assuming that the ZMP is ﬁxed at the point of contact. Consequently, the dynamics for the CM motion (4) is predetermined



Fig. 3. FR and IFR on sagittal WS plane (: initial WS; ⊕: ﬁnal WS in FR; ⊗: ﬁnal WS in IFR). Similarly, FR and IFR on lateral WS plane are deﬁned.



and unmodiﬁable throughout the single support phase. This has the undesirable effect that CM motion cannot be ﬂexibly adjusted to dynamically changing navigational commands while in single support phase. This limits the performance of the humanoid—it cannot accelerate or decelerate, nor can it vary its step length or walking period in the same manner that humans do. Therefore, the model constraint requiring the ZMP to be ﬁxed at the point of contact needs to be relaxed in order to achieve some level of control over the CM motions. In this regard, allowable ZMP variation region is introduced as in Fig. 2, where Pm in , Pm a x , Qm in , and Qm a x deﬁne the allowable region over which the ZMP may vary in x- and y-directions [13]. In the ﬁgure, the outer region is the marginal space. The objective of the next section is to devise an algorithm that can utilize the permissible ZMP variation in the allowable region to dynamically generate CM motions. III. ZMP VARIATION SCHEME A. Walking State Since the inverted pendulum is modeled as a point mass, its state in 3-D space can be simply represented in terms of position and linear velocity. Here, the CM position and velocity of the 3D-LIPM in both sagittal and lateral planes are deﬁned as the walking state of a 2-D vector in each plane in the following. Deﬁnition 1: Walking state (WS) is deﬁned as follows: x = [x



T c v ]T



y = [y



T



Tc w ]



for sagittal motion for lateral motion



where the velocity terms are multiplied with the time constant Tc . B. Feasible Region While in single support phase, the robot can vary the WS by varying the ZMP trajectory. However, this does not mean that the robot has the ability to change its WS to any desired WS. This is mainly due to the limited allowable region for the ZMP variation. Thus, the desired WS at the end of single support phase must fall within some permissable and bounded region (Fig. 3), which is deﬁned as the feasible region. In the following deﬁnition, surface friction and the kinematical constraints such as the range of joint angles are not considered.
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Fig. 5. Proposed two ZMP functions. (a) Constant function for sagittal motion. (b) Step function for lateral motion. Fig. 4. Comparison of two WS transitions. (a) 3D-LIPM. (b) Modiﬁable walking pattern (proposed method).



Deﬁnition 2: Given the initial WS xi , Pm a x , Pm in , and T ≥ 0, a set F is deﬁned as the feasible region (FR) if there exists a ZMP function p : [0, T ] → R (Pm in ≤ p(t) ≤ Pm a x ) such that it drives xi to the ﬁnal WS xf ∈ F by (5). Similarly, FR for the lateral motion can be deﬁned with a ZMP function q : [0, T ] → R [Qm in ≤ q(t) ≤ Qm a x ]. Note that F c is called as the infeasible region (IFR). C. Selection of ZMP Functions In order to modify the walking pattern, it is required to move the WS to the desired one by accelerating or decelerating the CM. In this case, ZMP variation, which is caused by particular solutions, is inevitable because the ground reaction torque and ZMP are strictly coupled. Since the particular solutions of (5) are not used in the 3D-LIPM, it does not have any means to accelerate or decelerate the CM just as intended. It means that the whole WSs are deterministic from the initial WS with respect to time. As a result, it may fail to get to the desired WS, as Fig. 4(a) shows where its WS trajectory are drawn as a curved line. Consequently, to change the walking period and/or step length, one more additional step is necessary to adjust the WS. In the proposed method, as shown in Fig. 4(b), however, the whole possible trajectories are expanded as a region, namely FR, by varying the ZMP. This means that it is possible to control the CM position and velocity independently. Subsequently, the current WS can be transited to the desired one if the desired one is in this region. To effectively vary the ZMP trajectory, suitable ZMP functions p(t) and q(t) should be provided. It is both essential and desirable that ZMP functions have the following three characteristics: 1) closed form: one-to-one mapping property with respect to the desired WS; 2) minimum number of control parameters: conciseness and efﬁciency of real-time calculation; 3) maximum coverage of FR. Among inﬁnitely many candidate functions, it can be shown that the FR generated by arbitrary ZMP functions bounded only by the allowable ZMP variation region can be equivalently generated by the family of step functions bounded by the same region (see the Appendix). In order to use a step function, following two issues must be considered. One is the time coupling issue, which inﬂuences both sagittal and lateral motions. Therefore, it should be decided where the remaining single support time T is determined. The other issue is that there is one more parameter than the number of equations. To completely specify the ZMP trajectories in the single support phase, it would require determination of ﬁve parameters [for step amplitudes, switching times for p(t) and q(t) and remaining single support time]. In terms of implementation, it is desirable to reduce the number of parameters by 4 so that the parameters can be exactly determined from the four equations of motion. Subsequently, the use of a constant function is investigated. Note that if the step function is used in the lateral motion,



the constant function must be used in the sagittal motion or vice versa (Fig. 5). Considering these two issues such as time coupling and usage of a constant function, there are four possible combinations where a step function and a constant function are utilized with T for the two motions. The FRs corresponding to these four combinations are illustrated in Fig. 6. The ﬁrst combination [Fig. 6(a)] is provided if the step function is used for p(t), the sagittal motion, and the constant function is used for q(t), the lateral motion, while T is determined in the sagittal equation. In a similar way, the other combinations are provided. Note that the FR from the step function with a ﬁxed T is drawn as an area of looped curve from (5), which is shown as a dark area in the sagittal case of Fig. 6(b) or in the lateral case of Fig. 6(c). Also, the FR from the constant function with a ﬁxed T is drawn as a straight line, which is shown as a dark line in the lateral case of Fig. 6(a) or in the sagittal case of Fig. 6(d). That is, if T is determined from one motion, the FR of the other motion becomes the dark area or line, which is restricted by T . Here, the light area represents the union of all FRs that are obtained from a speciﬁc T ∈ [0, 0.4]. Since the FRs for the lateral case of Fig. 6(a) and for the sagittal case of Fig. 6(d) are given as a straight line, it is too narrow to utilize. Therefore, it is desirable to exclude these two combinations. Variation in the feasibility of motion is more important in the sagittal direction (variation in walking speed and step length), while the lateral motion is often restricted by kinematic constraints (caused by collision between the humanoid’s legs). To reﬂect this, it is better to use the combination in Fig. 6(c) rather than the one in Fig. 6(b). Consequently, it is decided that the constant function and the step function are used for p(t) and q(t), respectively, and T is determined from sagittal motion. Note that ZMP variation scheme can be adopted at any point in the single support phase in order to modify and adjust the robot’s motion throughout the phase. D. Boundaries of Feasible Regions After selecting suitable ZMP functions, the boundary of the FR must be investigated to judge whether the desired WS is in either FR or IFR. 1) Sagittal Motion: In the sagittal motion, a constant ZMP function is used to vary the ZMP trajectory. The remaining single support time is also determined in this motion. Thus, there are two control parameters, T and P . The boundary of FR is determined by minimum and maximum values of T and P . By setting p(t) = Pm a x in (5), the upper boundary is obtained from the following equation: (x − Pm a x)2 −(Tc v)2 = (xi −Pm a x)2 − (Tc vi)2 Similarly, by setting p(t) = Pm in from



Tm in ≤ t ≤ Tm a x . (6) in (5), the lower boundary is obtained



(x − Pm in)2 −(Tc v)2 = (xi −Pm in)2 −(Tc vi )2



Tm in ≤ t ≤ Tm a x . (7) From (6) and (7), partial FR that is restricted by Pm a x and Pm in is obtained. There also exist practical bounds with respect to time.
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Fig. 7. Feasible regions (0.2 ≤ T ≤ 0.4, −0.5 ≤ P ≤ 0.5). (a) Sagittal plane. (b) Lateral plane (particular solution only).



2) Lateral Motion: In the lateral plane with a step ZMP function, there remain two undetermined control parameters Q and Tsw . Note that T is no longer a parameter as it is determined by the sagittal motion analysis. From (5), the homogeneous part is determined by the prespeciﬁed T . Therefore, it is only necessary to calculate the following particular solution: 



yp ≡



⎡ 







yp



=−



Tc w p



⎤



T



1 ⎢ ⎢ 0 Tc ⎣ T



S(t)q(t)dt



⎥ ⎥. ⎦



(10)



C(t)q(t)dt



0



As was the case for the sagittal plane motion, two boundaries can be obtained. If the step ZMP function is selected as



 q(t) =



Qm a x ,



if 0 ≤ t < Tsw



Qm in ,



if Tsw ≤ t ≤ T



where Tsw is the switching time. Subsequently, (10) becomes yp = αu C(Tsw ) + βu ,



Tc wp = αu S(Tsw ) + γu



(11)



where αu = Qm in − Qm a x , βu = Qm a x − Qm in C(T ), and γu = −Qm in S(T ). Eliminating Tsw , the upper boundary is then given by







yp − βu αu



2



 −



Tc w p − γu αu



2 =1



(12)



which holds for all Tsw ∈ [0, T ]. Similarly, when Fig. 6. FRs corresponding to the four combinations in the selection of ZMP functions with T (−1.0 ≤ P ≤ 1.0, −0.5 ≤ Q ≤ 0.5, 0 ≤ T ≤ 0.4). (a) Step function for p(t) and constant function for q(t). T is determined from sagittal motion. (b) Step function for p(t) and constant function for q(t). T is determined from lateral motion. (c) Constant function for p(t) and step function for q(t). T is determined from sagittal motion. (d) Constant function for p(t) and step function for q(t). T is determined from lateral motion.



These bounds are represented by Tm in ≤ t ≤ Tm a x , and also deﬁne two boundaries of the FR by setting t = Tm in and t = Tm a x in (5), respectively. Then, the following two equations are obtained: Tc v =



S(Tm in ) (x − xi ) − Tc vi , C(Tm in ) − 1



S(Tm a x ) (x − xi ) − Tc vi , Tc v = C(Tm a x ) − 1



Pm in ≤ p ≤ Pm a x



(8)



Pm in ≤ p ≤ Pm a x .



(9)







q(t) =



Qm in ,



if 0 ≤ t < Tsw



Qm a x ,



if Tsw ≤ t ≤ T



the lower boundary is obtained as







yp − βl αl



2



 −



Tc w p − γl αl



2 =1



(13)



where αl = Qm a x − Qm in , βl = Qm in − Qm a x C(T ), and γl = −Qm a x S(T ). From (12) and (13), the feasible boundary of the lateral plane is deﬁned, which is illustrated in Fig. 7(b). The FRs provide criteria that classify a desired WS as feasible or not. IV. WALKING PATTERN GENERATION



Similarly, from (8) and (9), partial FR with T is obtained. FR is the intersection of these two partial regions, as shown in Fig. 7(a).



A. Command State This paper focuses on generating a form of control to perform a complex navigational task. This generalizes to obstacle avoidance for foot placement planning. To do this, the controller requires a minimal
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command set that allows for conﬁguration of a walking pattern. The set of parameters includes single and double support times and step lengths. This instructional set is deﬁned as the command state. Deﬁnition 3: Command state (CS) is deﬁned as follows: c ≡ [Tss



Td s



WS



WL l



W L r ]T



where (commanded) single support time; Tss double support time; Td s WS step length of sagittal motion (both legs); WL l sidestep length of lateral motion (left leg); WL r sidestep length of lateral motion (right leg). Note that sidestep lengths in the lateral plane are for sideways movement. B. Desired Walking State Since walking is a repetitive motion, its behavior can be described by identifying the WS at particular points in the motion. Any point in the walking pattern may be chosen for this purpose; however, in the analysis that follows, it is assumed that a point of interest (the WS) is captured at the end of each single support phase. This provides two snapshots of the WS within each cycle of the walking gait: one at the end of the left support phase and the other at the end of the right support phase. These adequately characterize the periodic nature of the walking pattern from one cycle to the next. When a robot follows a given CS, the following are assumed. 1) The robot is in steady state. 2) ZMP stays at the center of the allowable ZMP variation region. These two conditions correspond directly to a walking pattern that represents steady-state motion for the 3D-LIPM in which the particular solutions of (5) are zero (homogenous solutions only). In this situation, the WS at the end of each single support phase is identical. This state is called the desired WS.



Fig. 8. Steady-state motion. The darker leg indicates the supporting leg. (a) Sagittal plane. (b) Lateral plane.



During double support phase, the two equations of motion are given as follows: xl i = Bxr f + C,



C. Deriving Desired Walking State From Command State



xl i : initial WS of sagittal motion for left support phase. xr i : initial WS of sagittal motion for right support phase. To represent the ﬁnal WS in each single support phase, xl f and xr f are deﬁned similarly. From the equation of sagittal motion (5) with p = 0, following two state equations are obtained during single support phase, which represent left and right single support phases, respectively [3]: 







where A=



xr f = Axr i



C(Tss )



S(Tss )



S(Tss )



C(Tss )



 .



(15)



where



To derive the desired WS from the CS, it is enough to observe just one period of the walking conﬁguration (steady state), as shown in Fig. 8. In terms of implementation, the CM is controlled to travel with constant velocity during double support phase for a speciﬁc time Td s . Consequently, the acceleration of the CM becomes zero and the ZMP trajectory equals the projection of the CM position onto the ground, which is located over the convex hull of two foot polygons. 1) Sagittal Motion: Fig. 8(a) illustrates sagittal motions of the robot. Motion begins with the left single support phase before switching to double support phase. At this point, the robot then switches to right single support phase. Sagittal motion is symmetrical for both left and right legs. Subsequently, each single support phase begins with the same conﬁguration. Notation 1: In the derivation, the following notations are used.



xl f = Axl i ,



xr i = Bxl f + C



(14) 



B=



1



Td s /TC



0



1



 



and



C=



−WS 0



 .



As mentioned before, the velocities are controlled to be constant in double support phase. From (14) and (15), homogenous solutions for the sagittal steady-state motion of the CM are given by xl f = xr f = (AB − I)−1 AC



(16)



where I is the 2 × 2 identity matrix. This equation explains the mapping relationship between the navigational command and the desired WS. That is, once the navigational command is arrived, it translates into the desired WS form. The desired WS while in single support phase becomes xl f or xr f for the left or right support phase, respectively. Here, the information of navigational command is involved in matrices A, B, and C. 2) Lateral Motion: Fig. 8(b) illustrates an example for lateral motion that is moving from right to left, that is, WL r < WL l . Notation 2: The WSs yl i , yr i , yl f , and yr f are deﬁned in a similar manner to the case for sagittal motion. By the same process, the following four equations are obtained for lateral motion: yl f = Ayl i , yl i = Byr f + C,



yr f = Ayr i yr i = Byl f + D



(17)
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Infeasible cases. (a) Sagittal plane. (b) Lateral plane (particular solution



where 



A= 



C=



C(Tss )



S(Tss )



S(Tss )



C(Tss )



−WL l







 







D=



and



0



B=



,



1 0



WL r 0



Td s /TC







Fig. 10.



1



 .



Subsequently, lateral steady-state motion of the CM can be expressed by yl f = (I − (AB)2 )−1 (ABAD + AC) yr f = (I − (AB)2 )−1 (ABAC + AD).



where [xt Tc vt ]T represents target WS. Note that T represents the time remaining in the single support time for the current step to achieve the target WS. 2) Lateral Motion: The homogeneous part of (5) for the lateral motion is determined by initial WS and the prespeciﬁed T from the sagittal motion. Therefore, it is only necessary to consider the particular solution. Letting







(18) q(t) =



Again, desired WS while in single support phase becomes yl f or yr f for the left or right support phase, respectively. 







When the desired WS is in the FR, it is possible to move the current WS to the desired one. That is, the desired WS becomes the target WS for the control algorithm. However, when the desired WS is in the IFR (for either sagittal or lateral motion), it is impossible to move the current WS to the desired one. There may be many ways to deal with the infeasible case. One possible solution is to substitute the WS as close as possible to the desired one. In this case, the target WS is deﬁned as the WS on the boundary of FR for which the norm of the error between target and desired WSs is a minimum as Fig. 9 illustrates for both sagittal and lateral planes. Recall that the boundaries for the FRs are deﬁned by (6)–(9), (12), and (13). Note that as shown in the deﬁnition of FR, the size of region is determined by the size of the allowable ZMP variation region (Fig. 2) as well as minimum and maximum values of T . E. Control Parameters for ZMP Functions The control parameters, T, P, Tsw , and Q, which characterize the proposed ZMP functions, are now solved to ensure that the target WS is attainable. 1) Sagittal Motion: Letting t = T and p(t) = P represent the control parameters to be solved, following solutions are obtained from the sagittal equation of motion (5):







P =



(x2t



−



(vt + vi )Tc + (xt − xi ) (vt + vi )Tc − (xt − xi ) − − 2(xt − xi )



x2i )



(vt2



vi2 )Tc2



 (19)



Q,



if 0 ≤ t < Tsw



−Q,



if Tsw ≤ t ≤ T



the particular solution of the lateral equation of motion is derived from (5) as follows:



D. Target Walking State From Desired Walking State



T = Tc ln



Modiﬁable walking pattern generation algorithm.



yp







Tc w p 







=



2C(T − Tsw ) − (1 + C(T )) 2S(T − Tsw ) − S(T )







Q.



Solving this for unknowns, Tsw and Q, yields Tsw = T − Tc ln(h), 0 ≤ Tsw ≤ T yp Q= (h + h−1 ) − (1 + C(T )) where



(20) 



⎧ γ + γ 2 + 4αβ ⎪ ⎪ , if δ < 0 ⎪ ⎪ 2α ⎨ h=



1,



⎪



⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎩ γ − γ 2 + 4αβ



2α α = yp − Tc w p ,



if δ = 0 ,



if δ > 0



β = yp + Tc w p



γ = yp S(T ) − Tc wp (1 + C(T )) δ = yp S(T ) + Tc wp (1 − C(T )). From (19) and (20), the control parameters are directly calculated from the current and the target WSs. F. Procedure of Overall Algorithm The outline of the proposed algorithm is described in Fig. 10. For each sample time, CS is received and the corresponding desired WS
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Fig. 11.



Humanoid robot. (a) HanSaRam-VII. (b) Conﬁguration.



Fig. 12.



Generated walking pattern using the proposed method.



is determined. Depending on the feasibility, the target WS is decided, and then, control parameters for the ZMP functions are calculated. Subsequently, motion of the CM is updated. V. EXPERIMENTS Walking patterns were generated for the small-sized humanoid robot HanSaRam-VII [Fig. 11(a)]. HanSaRam-VII has been in continual development and research by the Robot Intelligence Technology (RIT) Laboratory, Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (KAIST) [18]. Its height and weight are 52.8 cm and 5.3 kg, respectively. It has 27 DOFs that consists of 13 dc motors with harmonic drives for reduction gears in the lower body and 16 RC servo motors (two servo motors in each hand control, 1 DOF per hand) in the upper body [Fig. 11(b)]. The onboard Pentium III compatible PC, running RT-Linux, calculates the proposed walking pattern every 5 ms in real time. To measure reaction forces on the foot, four force sensing resisters are equipped on each foot. Note that the proposed method is not limited to the application to small-sized robots.
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Fig. 13.



Control parameters (T , P, T sw , Q).



Fig. 14.



Generated walking pattern including infeasible case.



allowable ZMP variation region that was set as Pm a x = 3 cm, Pm in = −2 cm, Qm a x = 2 cm, Qm in = −2 cm on the X–Y plane, respectively. As shown in the ﬁgure, the robot followed the CS exactly, even when the requested walking patterns varied suddenly, that is, sudden side and backward walking motions were commanded near the end of the path. Fig. 13 shows changes in the ZMP trajectories (relative to the center of the supporting foot). ZMP variations can be seen to have occurred whenever the CS changes. This corresponds to the particular solutions that accelerate or decelerate the CM until the current WS matches the desired walking state. When the walking pattern is in steady state, solutions are homogenous and the command state is followed using the 3D-LIPM solution from step to step. This is demonstrated on the graph over the interval between 400 and 900 sample times. Note that the maximum variation in the ZMP is less than 1.0 cm in either the sagittal or the lateral planes, even though dramatic variations in CS were commanded. B. Simulation Results Including Infeasible CS



A. Simulation Results Without Infeasible CS Walking patterns were realized from the following CS list (see Deﬁnition 3): 1) Initial CS, c = [0.4 0.2 6.0 6.0 6.0]T 2) After ﬁrst step, c = [0.8 0.2 6.0 8.0 5.0]T 3) After ﬁfth step, c = [0.5 0.2 4.0 5.0 6.0]T 4) After sixth step, c = [0.4 0.2 −2.0 8.0 5.0]T 5) After seventh step, c = [0.4 0.2 −5.0 8.0 5.0]T 6) After eighth step, c = [0.4 0.2 0.0 6.0 6.0]T where time and length units are given in seconds and centimeters, respectively. Note that the CS after kth step is not delivered until the single support phase of the kth step starts. In other words, the proposed method does not require preview data. Fig. 12 shows the generated walking pattern using the proposed method. The solid line and rectangle indicate the CM trajectory and the



As explained in Section III, when the desired WS is in IFR, it should be altered to be a target WS by the walking state on the boundary of FR. To demonstrate its effectiveness, additional simulation was carried out with following commands. 1) Initial CS, c = [0.4 0.2 −9.0 6.0 6.0]T . 2) After second step, c = [0.3 0.12 10.0 13.0 13.0]T . Note that as the step length of sagittal motion was initially set to be −9.0 cm and from third step 10.0 cm, it would move backward for the ﬁrst and second steps and since then forward. When turning the walking direction, the gait had to be suddenly changed. As a result, the desired WS was fallen into the IFR. Fig. 14 shows the generated walking pattern according to the simulation conditions. According to the CSs, the robot started to walk backward from a standstill state and changed walking direction after second step, where the initial foot positions are (0, 0) for right foot
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Fig. 15.
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Control parameters (T , P, T sw , Q) including infeasible case.



support phase. Using this, the humanoid robot could change both sagittal and lateral step lengths as well as the period of the walking pattern on command without any extra step. The construction of feasible regions in both sagittal and lateral phase spaces was used as criteria to determine the dynamic feasibility of desired motions. Since this method allows dynamic adjustments while in the single support phase, it is easy to implement sensory feedback compensators. This is especially important in the presence of external disturbances, which cause the ZMP to move outside the allowable ZMP region. In this situation, corrective motions are required to accelerate or decelerate the CM in order to retain a stable walking pattern. This is left for further work. APPENDIX A. Proof of Equivalency Here, it is shown that the FR generated by arbitrary ZMP functions bounded only by the allowable ZMP variation region can be equivalently generated by the family of step functions bounded by the same region. Subsequently, it means that the family of step functions induces the maximum FR. Notation 3: An arbitrary ZMP function is deﬁned as any piecewise continuous function qa (t) on [0, T ] satisfying



Fig. 16.



Qm in ≤ qa (t) ≤ Qm a x .



ZMP trajectory.



Similarly, a step ZMP function is deﬁned as qs (t), such that and (0, 6) for left foot, respectively. At the third step, the necessary ZMP variation for the desired WS was larger than the allowable value. Consequently, the robot could not put its footstep exactly to the desired position. However, the error between the generated foot position and the desired foot position became zero at the fourth step. Fig. 15 shows the ZMP variations converged after the fourth step.



 qs (t) =



Q,



0 ≤ t ≤ Tsw



−Q



Tsw ≤ t < T



where Qm in ≤ Q ≤ Qm a x and 0 ≤ Tsw ≤ T . Proposition 1: Let Qa and Qs represent the families of arbitrary and step ZMP functions, respectively. Then,



C. Experimental Results



FQa = FQs



Experiment was carried out with an actual humanoid robot HanSaRam-VII. The proposed algorithm ran every 5 ms including the communication with servo motor controllers. Since the most formulas used in this algorithm have a closed form, the calculation time took less than 1 ms on P-III (667 MHz) compatible onboard PC. Experimental conditions were exactly the same as those for the ﬁrst simulation. Fig. 16 shows the ZMP trajectories, which is represented by the dotted line relative to the global coordinate systems. The circle and rectangle indicate the center of foot position and allowable ZMP variation region, respectively. As shown in the ﬁgure, footsteps successfully followed the designated pattern instructed by the CS. Note that feedback compensation was not used so that the proposed control algorithm could be analyzed solely on its own merits. Also, the CM was assumed as a ﬁxed point in this experiment. Subsequently, there existed some noise and offset when compared to the simulation result. In spite of these noises, the ZMP trajectory was still within the allowable ZMP variation region and the robot was able to perform a stable walk. Inverse kinematics, which considers kinematical relationship between the joint space and the CM motion, may reduce the noises that were induced by the ﬁxed CM assumption [7], [10].



where FQa and FQs represent the FRs generated by all possible arbitrary and step functions, respectively. Proof 1: Since Qs ⊆ Qa , automatically FQs ⊆ FQa . To show that FQa ⊆ FQs , let [yp (q(t)) Tc wp (q(t))]T represent the particular solution to (10) for the WS in the lateral plane corresponding to ZMP function q(t). If there are some step functions qs− (t) and qs+ (t) such that Tc wp (qs− (t)) ≤ Tc wp (qa (t)) ≤ Tc wp (qs+ (t)) while yp (qs− (t)) = yp (qs+ (t)) = yp (qa (t)) then, FQa ⊆ FQs and equality is veriﬁed. To verify the existence of some qs+ (t), let Q∗s represent the families of step ZMP functions where amplitudes are changed from Qm a x to Qm in . By intermediate value theorem, there exists qs∗ (t) ∈ Qs , such that  ∗ Qm a x , 0 ≤ t < Tsw ∗ qs (t) = ∗ Qm in , Tsw ≤t≤T which satisﬁes: yp (qs∗ (t)) = yp (qa (t)).



VI. CONCLUSION A modiﬁable walking pattern generator was proposed and implemented on the humanoid robot HanSaRam-VII. The proposed method extended the 3D-LIPM method by varying the ZMP while in single



Since yp (qs∗ (t)) is monotonic with respect to the switching time, unique ∗ . Let (t) ≡ qs∗ (T − t) − qs∗ (t) is determined with speciﬁc time Tsw qa (T − t), and divide it into two parts according to two time intervals: ∗ ∗ ∗ ] and R (t) on R = (T − Tsw , Tsw ]. Then, L (t) on L = [0, T − Tsw
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by intermediate value theorem, each interval can be subdivided into n subintervals, which satisﬁes:











S(t)L (t)dt +



S(t)R (t)dt = 0.



Lk



(21)



Rk



Also, by mean value theorem for integration, L and R can be dis(d ) (d ) cretized into piecewise constant functions, i.e., L and R on each time interval:











(d )



L (tk )



(d )



Lk



S(t)dt + R (tk )



S(t)dt = 0



(22)



Rk



where St is nonnegative and monotonically increasing on [0, T ]. Also, (C(t) − S(t)) is nonnegative and monotonically decreasing on the same interval. Thus,











Lk Rk



S(t)dt S(t)dt







L ≤  k Rk



(C(t) − S(t))dt (C(t) − S(t))dt



.



(23)



By substituting (22) into (23) and summing over all time intervals



 k=1



Lk











n



(d )



(C(t) − S(t))Lk (t)dt +



(d )



Rk



(C(t) − S(t))Rk (t)dt ≤ 0.



(24) This inequality does not depend on the number n. When n → ∞, (24) becomes (C(t) − S(t))(t)dt ≤ 0.



(25)



T



From (10) and the deﬁnition of (t), (25) becomes Tc wp (qs∗ (t)) ≥ Tc wp (qa (t)).



(26)



From (26), qs∗ (t) becomes qs+ (t), which is the upper bound of Tc wp (qa (t)). Similarly, there exists qs− (t), which is the lower bound of Tc wp (qa (t)):



⬖ FQa ⊆ FQs
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